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'Probable cause' to be used

Thursday, Sept. 15, 1977

Vol.- 78, No. 13

•

Studerits get
birthcontrol
alternatives

Centerto search patrons

By ANDY COINER
Reporter
No matter where your tastes lie-if you
like the ear dr~desecrating sounds of
Aerosmith or the elegant extravaganza of
the Ice Capades-you may be searched
before entering the new Huntington Civic
Center if there is "probable cause." according to Director William Lillyman.
Lillyman based his definition of"prob~ble
cause" on a recent court ruling. "A federal
court ruling on a building in Greensboro,
N.C~ said search and seizure is only legal
when it is applicable to all people... unless
there is probable cause," he explained.
"Now probable cause can be interpreted in
two ways, on1= is visual observation-like
when aguy walks in with beer wrapped all
around him.
"Probable cause could be based on the last
e\ent manother city," Lillyman continued.
"I-or instance, if Icall Building Ain another
cit} where the event participated and there
was probable cause from that, then we could
search and seize."
·
However, Marshall University Student
Attorney David Lockwood doesn't agree
with Lillyman. He says being searched is not
acondition of entrance and "if Igo down
there, they're not going (o search me. Mere
attendance is not probable cause. And the
fact that there is arock concert there doesn't
constitute probable cause."
Lvery ticket the civic center prints,
Lillyman says, will inform the buyer that
alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs will not
be allowed. In addition, the message will be
shown on the cent~r•s electronic message

center outside the building, and heard on the
radio sports advertising the arena's events.
"I feel that people coming to rock shows
should expect the same treatment as those
coming to see Lawrence Welk. But, Iexpect
the same kind of conduct from them,"
Lillyman said.
Lillyman said that even a gospel show
would afford the same treatment as arock
concert. "If aclient says to me, 'I won't put
that on my ticket,' then Iwon't book them. I
think we would be in violation of aperson's
constitutional rights if we didn't. I've never
heard of agospel show being busted, but
what the hell."
Both Lillyman and Huntington Chief of
Police Lawrence Nowery said searches
would be "strictly voumtary," but if aperson
doesn't want to be searched, then he or she
won't be admitted.
"If the person doesn't want to be searched,'' says Lillyman, "they'll be turned around
before they come through the gate and given
their money back."
Nowery said Huntington police "obviously" would attend arock show at the center.
"I would say that environment would be
more conducive to drug abuse and drinking." Lillyman said he doesn't plan to use
the City of Huntington's police force for
searching. He said he plans to employ young
people about the same age as the audience.
"A, peer. or young person doesn't really
take offense in the fact that apeer is doing
the searching," he said. "They take offense in
the fact, and justifiably so, that a police
officer is gomg to search them. I'm going to
use young people to deal with young people.

Ifind that this works awhole lot better."
Lillyman pointed out an advantage to
"peers" searching 1f contraband 1s found in
aperson's possession, he will not be referred
to the police.
"Because up until that point they haven't
broken alaw,'' he explains. "A peer can say,
'What you've got in your pocket, you can
take back to your car, then come into the
building,'" Nowery said.
"The police will be in the building if acity
or state law is being violated,'' Lillyman says.
"The idea is not to arrest people; at least
that's not my idea as amanager. The idea is
to provide entertainment in the best atmosphere possible."
The civic center will treat young people as
adults. according to Lillyman, and in return,
they will be expected to act as adults.
"I want the young people to know, and I
want the kids to come into this building to
realize. that they can do their own thing as
long as they don't violate acity or state law,"
he said. "If they do, they're going to be
arrested. It's as simple as that."
"Equality," "common sense," and
"probable cause" are the key words to the
civic center's search policy, Lillyman stressed.
'Tm not in the morality business," he said.
"I'm just trying to use common sense and
application in fairly applying standards that
are placed there by the law. I'm going to
apply search and seizure e4ually to all
events. It's going to be based on probable
cause, and we're going to use common sense
in its application."

MU enrollment should grow slowly
espite national trends,Hayes says

By PAULE. PAGE
Editor
l> ,pite anational trend toward declining
co ie enrollments, Marshall is expected to
maint in slow rate of growth through the
earl) 1980's, President Robert B. Hayes said
in ar interview Tuesday.
•I thmk the important question will be
t, ,w much the growth will be and in what
direction the growth will be," Hayes said.
"Enrollment at Marshal will continue to
grow;
the question is what the rate of growth
w1 1l he, which I believe will be slow."
According to Hayes, although the base
popul
t1on of high school graduates which
1\1a hall draws from is declining annually,
the university expects to be able to attract a
l,1rger prcentage of those available
graduates.
These expectations are based on changing
student attitudes, he said. Students are now
more interested in attending larger institutions, and more interested in locating in
rger urban areas than before, he explained.
\.1arshall's changing academic programs
shot.I also help draw more students, Hayes
1d ( hanges such as the expanding
Corr mntv College program, revisions in

the arts and sciences areas and addition of
more off-campus and night courses should
aid enrollment, he said.
"We are reaching out to anew clientele,"
Hayes Mid. "We are reaching more older
students, more women, and more part-time
students than we have in the past."
The university's image is changing, Hayes
said, which should also be adrawing point.
"For a long time we were basically a
teachers' college," Hayes said. "However
we've been off that single-purpose role for a
long time. But it wasn't until recent years
that the balance began to change, with fewer
students in education and more numbers in
other programs."
Hayes said he expected growth in several
areas, including the College of Business, the
new College of Science, and in some
departments of the College of Arts and
Science. However, the Graduate School is
expected to have adecline in enrollment and
some areas in the College of Arts and
Sciences have already reached their saturation points, he added.
The Marshall building program also
should be active through the remainder of

the decade, Hayes said. In addition to the
planned multipurpose facility, the construction of Academic Building 8is tentatively
scheduled to start in October, he said.
"If we have another severe winter, it will be
delayed,'' Hayes explained. "But ifwe have a
typical Huntington winter, construction
should begin in October."
On Tuesday, the Board of Regents
approved the purchase of IO lots between
Fifth and Sixth avenues from Elm Street to
19th Street. Nine lots totaled $151,800·,and
the Fred Moore property at 1852 Sixth Ave.,
was purchased for $24,000. The property is
scheduled to be used for abaseball-athletic
field and parking.
Demolition should begin after land title
searches are completed and the final
purchase agreements are finalized, Hayes
said.
Remodeling and renovations are planned
for the Science Building. the former Doctors
Memorial Hospital, Jenkins Hall, and Old
Main. Renovation of Old Main is three to
five years away and will not begin until after
the completion of Academic Building B,
Hayes said.

By JOYCE PORTER
Reporter
If you're taking the pill or using some type
of contraceptive, you're not alone.
No exact figures exist on the number of
students using hirth control, but according
10· Student Health Sen ices. that erv1ce
alone provides more than 600 coeds wnh
contraceptive devices. This figure does not
include ind1v1duals who go •to Planned
Parenthood or aprivate phys1c1an
The Student Health Sen ice, located at
Doctor's Memorial Hospital, -offers the pill,
diaphragm, jellies and foams. according to
Dr. Talmadge R. Huston, physician.
Before student; may ohtain contraceptives from the health center. they must ha,e a
complete physical examination, Huston
said.
The examination consists of aPap smear
test, a pelvic examination, ablood count, a
test for syphilis. urinal'ysis ijnd apregnancy
test
Students must also attend a family
planning seminar sponsored by the counseling department. At the seminar. student are
advised of birth control methods. the
advantages and disadvantages of each
method and breast self-examination
"The meeting is open to hoth males ,ind
females, but I think that ma} be only t'l'.o
males have ever attended." he .aid
Pregnant women usually aft: sent to the
counseling department. where they receive
information on moral, legal and financial
aspects, Huston said.
"I usually ask them 1fthey knov. what the}
want to do. Some sa) the) want to marry:
many others ask about an abortion. If an
abortion is what they wanJ. then the
counseling department can ,ud them best "
he said.

Adifferent perspective

Three-year-old Billy Weston, of Manchester Ave., Huntington,

likes things ,m the bottom end of a barber's chair in his
Grandfather'!> barber shop as he waits for ahaircut.

On campus, in _2_ity

Help available
to rape victims

Rape 1s a word tossed around in rap
sessions. on the streets and in the classrooms,
hut is one very few people can fully
understand until it happens to them or a
close friend.
Arape -.,icllm needs not only medical
attentwn, but someone who 1s professionally
trained to help them in all .. reas.
"H astudent is assaulted on campus, the
first thing she should do is call campus
security 1mmed1ately or as soon as possible,"
said Nancy Kingsbeary of the Women's
Center. fhe victim would then be
transported to the hospital tor medical
attention and then maybe referred to the
counseling services of the Huntington Police
Department, according to Kingsbeary.
"The Huntington Police Department rape
counseling program is excellent. rhe_y do
everything to assist the victim through the
ordeal,'' Kingsbeary added.
The rape program at the police department deals with all aspects of arape. "When
called we take the victim to the hospital and
stay with her through all the medical
procedures and deal 'l'.ith her stress and
shock on apersonal basis. Stress is always a
major problem with arape victim," explained Donna Damous, rape counselor of the
Huntington Police Department.
Avictim may be counseled from the time
she reports the assault until she 1s completely
recovered. "A person who is raped will never
fully recover in atrue sense, but we stay with
her for however long it takes, sometimes a
few weeks or several months or ayear. We
also work with the victims family and others
close to her,'' Damous said.
If the rape victim continues to suffer
severe trauma and has difficulties, she may
be referred to a psychiatrist or another
source of assistance, according to Damous.
"Even after the case is turned over to another
source we still follow the victim's progress
and have close contact with her," she added.
Photo by TIM DAILEY
Though we encourage victims to press
charges we do counsel those who do not wish
to take any legal action. We would like rape
victims
in 24 hours of the
The !\lll1 Jazz Ensemble lavs the first music heard in Parade of Progress in the Civic Center will continue through assault, tobutcallwe usdowith
have people to come in
ui t
a.Ju Civic Center. The facility Sunday. Hours are 4to JO p.m. through Friday, noon to 10
much later for help," explained Damous.
opened 1sdoors to the public yesterday for the first time. The p.m. Saturday and noon to 6p.m. Sunday.
Rape victims who do not press charges
ustl'• lly end up being assaulted again,
~

The opening per/ormance

Senate lists
year's goals

according to Damous.
)he Huntington Police Department
counseling program not only deals with the
rape victim but ways to help prevent rape
from happening. The program's memhers
speak to civic groups and visit various area
schools and talk to the students about rape
pn:ventwn. Anyone interested may contact
Damous at the police department.
fhe Mental Health Center of Huntington
also offer counseling for sexually assaulted
victims I"he center operates on a24-hour
emergency basis. "We treat just about any
sex assault cnme here. Rape, sexually
abused children, incest victims and many
other We have many people who come in
here years after heing assaulted and/ or
abused. They just begin to realize they need
ht:lp in dealing with their problems,"said
Jody Gottlee of the Mental Health Center.
The center has no "rape hotline," but has a
24-hour counseling service ava1lable to
anyone
lhe Mental Health Center offers advice to
rape victims and explores all possibilites
open to the vicllm. "We go over legal.
medical, counseling procedures with the
victims so they will know all the options
open to them,'' commented Gottlee.
The Center also offers programs on rape
prevention and information about rape and
the steps to take if assaulted.
·yhe Center offers various programs for
,many different audiences. "We have ·a wide
selection of films here for anyone interested
and pamphlets on just about anything.
The Mental Health Center is located
Route 60 East of Huntington and the
number is 525-7851.
Students on campus may soon have the
opportunity to participate in rape prevention programs, according to Kingsbeary.
Ihe programs are sllll in the planning stage,
but there will be films and dormitory
sessions concerning rape.
"We have one film which is excellent.
"How to Say 'No' to a Rapist," by Frank
Stoursakw, who was on campus three years
ago
"We are hoping to get dormitory residents
involved in these programs, for it's
something everyone needs to know about,"
concluded Kingsbeary.

Student Senate discus ed enate goa's
functions of student governme1,t and enatt
problems in a"workshop" session ruesday
night.
Senate consolidated its three caucuses into
two groups. l he old dormitory and
transient caucuses compose one group and
will be advised by Jan Bilew icz resignmg
assistant dean of tudent life Dr Elaine
Baker, ass,Jciate professor of p,cholo )
and senate ad, 1ser, w111 work with tne
transient caucus.
Functions of Student Government were
presented as :erving as avehicle for student ·
to communicate with faculty and administration. placing students on standing
faculty committees, serving as an agent of
change, providing sen ices (studen legal aid,
f-reshman Register and student hea th
insurance) and planning student act!\ 1t1es
(concerts and dances}.
Presented as problems of senate were la.:k
of unity, lack of directwn. internal "htckering" over parliamentary procedure and lack
of realistic goals.
Possible goals discussed included mcreasmg student input into class offerings,
creating an off-campus housing list, helping
reorganize the student health center and
establishing auniversity service directory.
Other possible goals discussed were to
increase student mput into facu t)
evaluations, to set up a senate suggestwn
hox. to investigate why summer school
students pay the same activity fees as fall and
spring students while they receive less and to
see if in-state fees could be extended to all
students living within a certain radius of
Marshall.
Asyllabus of all classes, registered in the
library was mentioned among pos,1hle goals.
Auniversitv service directory v. a also
suggested. The director) would list erv1ces
and information for students
Another workshop session ha, heen called
for today at 9p.m. in Memorial Student
Center Room 2W29.
~

Thursday
Dateline...

Showers

~

Occasional showers and possible
thundershowers are in forecast for today and
Friday. High both days will be in the mid 70 ·
and low tonight in the mid 60s. Probability
of precipitation is 60 per cent today and. 70
per cent tvnight.
For state, national and international
covera1e, please turn to pa1e 2.
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Oll•Canipus briels Official
regrets
Departments handle Violence erupts action
students' records in Mexican cities
in varied manner
News analysis

Interchange

A
space dedicated to the interchange of opinions
within the university community

Civic Center: city's
symbol of progress

•

• One of Huntington's longest and
most sought after dreams became reality
Wednesday with the opening c,f the
Civic Center.
It represents two decades of work,
arguing. compromising, disappointments, and hopes for many persons in the Huntington community.
According to some, the Civic Center
will be the salvation of the downtown
merchants. Hungry patrons are expected to flock to nearby restaurants
while shoppers flood stores before
performances begin. This remains to be
seen.
But one thing is certain. Huntington,
long the stepchild of Charleston, Cin~innati, and Columbus, can now compete \,\,ith the best of them in attracting
first-class entertainment and cultural
events. The exposure of Huntingtonians to outside cultural events
can do no harm; hopefully, the Civic

Center is the first step in the development of amore urban and metropolitan
attitude in this city.
As West Virginia's second-largest
metropolitan area, the city cannot
afford to retain its provincial atmosphere. Corporations desiring to
build new facilities or transfer plant sites
are attracted to areas which offer
diversity of lifestyles for their personnel.
·Therefore, Huntington's economic
future is directly tied to the image it puts
forth. There are plenty of small rural
towns in West Virginia; precious few
metropolitan areas.
One conse4uence of all this might be a
change in makeup of Marshall's student
population. If word gets out that
Huntington is a progressive
metropolitan community, more out-ofstate students might attend Marshall,
making college an even more
educational experience.

Commentary

By MARK PAXTpN
go fly a kite," he said, "And I
If you're like most students, hope every adviser would do the
then you have no concept of what same thing."
Marshall can and cannot do with
your records.
However, the possibility ~xists
As an article in Wednesday's that records might become
Parthenon pointed out, grades available to persons other than
and other educational records of those specified by Marshall's
almost all Marshall students are Policy Statement on Education
regularly distributed to each Records: Privacy Rights of
student's adviser without that Parents and Students (available
student's knowledge or consent. in the dean of student life's office
Memorial Student Center Roo~
While researching for this 2W31).
This becomes even a
article, it became clear that few greater
possibility when you
students were aware of the consider
the university appractice. and even fewer knew parently that
has no guidelines for
that it was completely legal under departments
to follow concerthe Family Educational Rights ning the handling
and Privacy Act (Buckley records. What ofis these
one
Amendment). It seems almost no
s policy may be the
one outside the administration department'
of another department's
has aclear concept of exactly opposite
policy.
what this law means.
in file
Contrary to what many Some records are stored
to all the
believe. the university does not cabinets accessible
s employes. Another
need written consent for astudent department'
distributes records to
to issue his or her records to department
individual advisers through the
someone within the university, as departmental
-- not
long as certain re4uirements are an extremely mailbo:>1es
secure location.
met. One such rc4uirement is And still another
department
that the person receiving the may keep its students' records in
records is a faculty member
serving as the student's adviser. the chairman's office.
As Vice President of Student However, at least one departAffairs Richard Fisher explains. ment chairman disputes the claim
"F<1culty members have to have that
unauthorized personnel may
access to anything that would see the
saying, "People
reflect on a student's ability to JUst don'records,
t come in and nose
fulfill re4uircments for gradua- around to see what people make."
tion. Idon't see how afaculty
member can advise an advisee But regardless of how secure
without seeing his grades."
records may or may not be,
Ihis docs not mean. though, the
many students are upset that the
that any faculty member can view records are even distributed.
astudent's records for capricious "Just because it's legal doesn't
or unworthy reasons. The mean it's right," says Student
Parthenon posed ahypothetical Body President Rick Ramell.
situation to Registrar Robert Issuing records without
Eddins.
students' consent may not be
but that's a ma tter for
"Suppose faculty member A right,
Marshall's policy makers to
was aslred oshow an advisee's decide.
whether it's right or
records ro faculty member B." wrong, But
it's legal, and there's
"I would tell that pcrson(B) to nothing you can do about it.

Professor Staff: why does
he never show for class?

.

The Parthenon·
Founded in 1896
The P1rthrnon fa published b~· s1ucknts at
~anhal/ l'm \·ersuy OJ alahoro1oryall•cumpus
11('"''-'iJ,oper It u (,nom·cd rn1irri)' 1hrough
fC'\'l'IIUCJ from udvertisml(andsrudt'nt mh.f<"rlp~
flon {ef'S

/he t'11i1or is lht' .final outhomr on news
US: "Why are you consistently (hey are re4uired for all my nmtrnr
BJ TONY fITZGERALD tardy'
and fDnnm hr unsorrd ,n ,·omp/J·mg
classes."
"'·uh the F1nr Amendment freedom tJftJu press
!"
No doubt, many observant STAFF:
t:
duorwt\
and ,ommentan ore nut neussanly
US:
"But
you
never
teach-any
"Well.
as
you
know,
the opmion uf \.lursho/1 students. faculty.
students ha\e noticed the number scientists say that the universe is cklsses."
admm1uro10rs 1he Drpartment of lour•
and variety of classes mthe constantly expanding, growing
Marshall catalog taught by
lnd1v1duo/.f with a complaint obuur The
So because of this. the STAf-F "That's okay. lnever 110//Jm.
"stall." Surprisingly enough, bigger.
should ontact the repoflu ,nvoh·rd
University keeps getting further wrote
textbooks. Actually, I Par1henon
or 1hr rditor Thr ap~al route is: rduor,
Professor Staff has never, ever and
further
away from my house, spend any
all my time looking at my um/I
uJw:n Board of Student PuhJ1£·a1wn.r
shov. nup to actually teach any of so Inever know
how
long
it
takes
digital 4uartz watch. It shows the lhr IJoarJ uf Studm1 Pub/ica1ic,m. antni'•
the classes he is slated to instruct. me to get here."
minutes.hours, date,
So. in the interest of fair play US: "According to this seconds.
barometric pressure. the specific
and decency. we interviewed the schedule,
are teaching gravity
of
every
element and the
mysterious Professor Staff in his Biology IO I.you
202 and
eggs in Uganda."
·office in an obscure corner in Old English 311. Journalism
all at the same time priceUS:of"fhat's
the most amazing
Mam.
on
the
same
days.
How
can
you
thing I've ever seen."
l. S. "You have been scheduled
?"
to teach many classes. Do you doSthat'
lAFF: "Easy. Idon't show SI Al·F: "Yes, but it doesn't
actually know hov. many'?
up
for
any
of
them."
SJ AFF: "Oh ...several hun- US: "Our files say that you are work worth adamn!"
dred. at least!"
old. Tell me, how does US: "One last 4uestion.
US: "And of these 'several 97 years
old man like you stay alive'!" Professor Staff. If you don't do
hundred". ·how many have you anSTAJ-F
"Well, Iexercise. eat anything. how come you still
actually taught''"
right. get enough rest and for have a paying position and an
SI AH: "Oh ... many of them add1t10nal \'ltamins and iron. I office'!'
Actually. on second thought. I drink 12cans of beer and smoke SIAf-f-. "Simple. my boy.
h,l\e taught only afev.. Actually, three packs of cigarettes aday." I've got lFl\URF. Now, if you'll
on third thought. Ihaven't taught US: "By the way. what arc e:>1cuse me. Imust be leanng too.
Astudent has an appointment to
an:,."
your office hours'?"
sec me in live minutes and Iwant
lS "Why 1s this'?'
SI Al-I-: "All of them."
SIAFf-: "I never seem to be US: "What do you do all day'?" to make sure I'm not around
ahk to shoY. up on time."
SlAl-'F: "I write textbooks. y. hen he arrives..."
()f

I

Commentary

Law the real question

attact something tangible,
By KEN SMITH
Must the children always suffer something vulnerable like a
for the sins of the fathers·>
human bemg. It's easy to laugh at
drunk throwing trash at apolice
Campus Security was cruc11ted aofficer.
And it's easy to laud a
Wednesday in an editorial for point of view
that on the surface
confiscating alcoholic beverages seems to be extremely
at Saturday's football game. And with the student body. popular
on Tuesday a group of drunks But the easy way is not always
were glorified in these pages for the best way, the right way. And
pelting security officers wtth ice It holds true in responsible jourand paper cups.
nalism.
Class. Such class.
A cartoon in Wednesday's
paper accused Security of disThe underlying 4uestion is not cnmmation
in its enforcement of
whether Security abused authoriguidelines at Fairfield
ty. The real culprit, as far as alcohol
Perhaps it did. But
Steve Igo and Martin Harrell Stadium.
it did not.
should be concerned, are the laws perhaps
In short. there is no hard
that compelofficers to earn their evidence
to prove the charge. Not
pay.
a shred. An entire agency has

been vtlltfied. but there is nothing
to hack 1t up.
So. let's JUSt put a group of
ohnox1ous drunks on apedestal
and attack a group of men
earning their pay. Who cares that
the law is the villain. not the
enforcers'' Surely not the
students. And so why should
their newspaper'?
If the Parthenon ever is to
become acredible news organ. it
must exercise a certain rcsponsib1ty and sense of fairness.
Rumor and innuendo, even if the
writers sincerely believe it to be
true. have no place in responsible
Journalism.
Steve Igo had the score Y.rong.
It's Security one. Parthenon zip.

membn boardofs1udents andfacuit.1, is ojfic,al
puhlishu of The Parthenon. Board meetings
au 11n thr /irJI Tuesdai·ofthr momha1 Jp.m. in
Smith HaJI Room JJ/ nit rd,tor J.s chosen by
th,· board and i.s rrspcms1blr to U
lnttrNI H,econd clas.1 mail at Huntin1ton,
W. \a. 2~701. Publbhtd Tu,.day lhrouch
t-riday durin& tht school year, wttkly during
tht summtr term,. Subscription, are $~.SO per
term and $1 for both ,ummt:r term,. Annual
r1tt i, Sil.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
News dep,ntment ____ 6'16-6696
Advertising ______ 696-2367
Production ______ 696-3182
Advi,er _______ 696-2360

MEXICO CITY-More than
a score of bombs exploded in
three Mexican cities Wednesday
and new kidnapings were
reported in awave of violence on
the eve of Mexico's independence
day celebrations.
Twenty-three time bombs exploded in Mexico City, Guadalajara and Oaxaca in the span of
three predawn hours, and 17
others were found and defused by
police and soldiers. Many wen;
planted in government offices or
America-owned businesses.
At least five persons were
injured, including two policemen
and a suspect, and officials
reported extensive damage.

Police sources said the bombs
were made of acid and gun1owder attached to a timing
device.
On the night before the bombings, heavily armed kidnapers
.;e1zed two doctors and three
other persons mtowns around
Mexico City. The wife of one
doctor was killed by the abductors.
Mexico begins its independence celebration tonight,
and the event has been often
accompanied mthe past bv arash
of terrorism.
• '
The targets of the attacks and a
leaflet found in Oaxaca indicated
that the terrorists were leftist
urban guerrillas.

WASHINGTON -White
House Press Secretary Jody
Powell apologized Wednesday
for spreading rumors about Sen.
Charles Percy, R-lll., a leading
critic of embattled budget chief
Bert Lance.
After personally telephoning
Per-cy to apologize, Powell told

reporters that his action was
"inappropriate. regrettable and
dumb." Powell said President
Carter agreed with the assessment.
For the moment, Powell seemed to have become at least as
much afocal point of controversy
as lancc, with Democrats joining
Republicans m deploring the
press secretary's actions. Some
likened them to the t<1cttcs. of the
l', ixon .1dmm1,trat1on.
Powell acknoY.ledged passing
along to at least two newspapers
unsubstantiated allegations that
Percy had improperly used corp<'rate atrcraft and the facilities
of a Chicago bank during his
1972 re-election campaign.
Percy firmly denied the
rumors, and Powell later told a
reporter. "I certainly would not
4uest1on his word."
Bell &Howell aircraft said,
meanwhile. that 1t never even
owned a:n airplane.

Powell apologizes ·
Jobless
population
.increases
CHARLESTON-The jobless

WASHINGTON-Arr assistant U.S. attorney said Wednesday his boss was wrong in calling
off an investigation of one of Bert
Lance's Georgia banks amonth
after Jimmy Carter was elected
president.
Asst. Attorney Robert H.
McKnight Jr. of Atlanta said
Lance's Calhoun First National
Bank may have made illegal
contributions to Lance's 1974
campaign for governor of
Georgia. The bank permitted the
campaign committee to overdraw its account, resulting in a
loss to the bank. he said.
McKnight said he disagreed
with the dedsion by John Stokes,
then U.S. attorney in Atlanta, to
suspend the probe on Dec. 2, the
day before Carter announced
that Lance was to be budget
director.
Stokes has said he did not
think there were any prosecutable violations by the bank.

,

rates of West Virginia's three
metropolitan areas increased
from June to July, although they
are still below last year's figures.
The rise was "nothing unusual," according to Ralph
Halstead, acting chief of the labor
and economic research division
of the Department of Employment Security.
"It almost always does ...going
back to 1970, Ibelieve there was
always some increase between
June and July," he said.

1206 Fourth Ave.
529-3424
Custom made suits.
We do any kind of
alterations including furs
and leathers.
Old coats designed like
new.
All alterations done by
expert tailor.

TUX RENTAL
Mon thru Sat. 9till 6
FAST SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES

Fugitive ends
7-year flight

NEW YORK- Mark Rudd,
silent in custody as he was elusive
during a seven-year flight from
the law, ended his fugitive years
Wednesday without saying a
word in public about the radical
Weather Underground.
Rudd, 30, would not say where
he has been or what he has been
doing or why he was giving
himself up. He smiled .11s he
pushed his way past reporters to
surrender at the offices of the
Manhattan district attorney.
"He is not making any
statements to the courts, to any
government agents, to the press
or to anyone else," said his
attorney, Gerald Lefcourt.

NEW FALL JEANS

ALL FADED GLORY JEANS
on sale at Mimi's Friday and
Saturday. Regular prices were
$18-$25. Now during sale only
$15-$17.

!ti~
' !3~$ -- I
BIORYTHM
1ake atrip to Mimi's at 1006 lenth Street. 522-3749
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II Will No1 Forecast Your
Future, But You Con Choose Your
Best Days For Tests. Important
DecisionsAnd Just En 1oying L,fe.
For AShort Time You Con
Order 'Tour Oni; Year Computer
Generated Biorhythm For $8.00
From Any Cashier 1n the Store
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Date Of 8,rth And $800.

Your Chari Will Be Ready
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Tense
Gloomy day at Kent
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Book-detect system
prevents theft daily

matchesBy STEVEstudent
mood
IGO

Managinc Editor
KENT, Ohio-Water dripped from the pagoda as achilling midday rain soaked campus and students alike. Drizzle hissed through
the leaves on the trees, and an apple (rom atree nearby thumped to
the ground.
Other than the rain and the apple, no other sounds disturbed the
well-manicured hilltop at Kent State University.
The pagoda overlooked apart of campus that looked much like a
city park to the dozen or so Marshall students who made aone-day
trip to KSU Tuesday. Huge trees and broad, green lawns stretched
out for an eye-pleasing vista below.
Except for the fenced-in area right at the bottom of the hill, it was
obviously the beginnings of amajor construction site. One could
see that graders had leveled the land of any rolls or bumps...or trees.
Kent State University's new gym was poised to spoil the pagoda's
pleasant view from the hill... known on campus as Blanket Hill.
Next to that very pagoda on May 4, 1970, National Guard troops
fired their rifles, killing four KSU students. For Kent State, the
Vietnam War had come briefly and tragically to an American
campus.
Seven years later, KSU officials are forging ahead with their
plans to construct anew gym on the site directly below Blanket Hill,
ignoring pleas of students and citizens to move the gym and
preserve the site for history.
The officials have remained adamant in wanting the new gym
below Blanket Hill, but those fighting the site's choice have been
e4ually stubborn, battling both in the courts and on the site itself.
The battle has been tough for both sides involved: the university
can count its losses in dollar figures; those wanting the gym moved
to protect the site in court fees, jail terms and fines.
"We've got so much in fines and fees hanging over our heads we
may never get them paid" said one May 4Coa(ition member who
did not wish to be identified. "We need donat10ns, because nght
now there's nothing coming in to help. And we're about out of
money."
The feeling on campus is tense. Students speak in near whispers

Photo by ARZA BARNETT

Asolemn and dreary atmosphere hangs over Blanket Hill,
the proposed site of anew gym complex on the Kent State

campus. Agranite tomb(foreground) bears the names ofthe
victims near the site of the shootings.

or not at all. Eye contact is avoided, whether conciously or subconciously. It makes little difference, for it has the same effect of
people expecting something to happen, but they just don't know
when.
"Man, it's weird," one coed was overheard telling a friend.
"There aren't even any stereos playing loud in the dorm...hell, there
aren't many playing at all."
The mood at Kent State and the mood at Marshall is so very
different it is the first thing to be noticed by the outsider "making a
visit."

"I felt the tenseness from the Quiet," said Richard Roska
Huntington senior who visited earlier this week. wih several othe;
MU students. "I found myself feeling like aspy or something, and J
found myself walking across campus attempting to pretend Jwas a
student...then Irealized that's what Iwas!
The tense and Quiet can be felt even when you're alone standing
under the pagoda at the top of Blanket Hill. It stands overlooking a
place where four students were killed afew years back.
And someone, probably aKSU student, had painted on it "Move
The Gym."

'Superstars' contest~planned BOO free football tickets
A50-cent entry fee is re4uired
and all proceeds will go to the
National Student Direct Loan
(NSDL), an organization that
matches every dollar the student
puts up with $9 from the.government at three per cent interest,
Hindsley said.
Prizes include a Schwinn IOspeed bicycle to the overall
winner in the competition, plus
other assorted prizes, she added.
All competition will be against
the clock. '
During the Frisbee toss, each
contestant will try to throw five

Frisbees through a hula hoop,
then proceed on to the bubble
gum blowing contest.
Afterwards, they will go to the
hula hoop competition where a
minimum of 25 revolutions are
re4uired to proceed. The jump
rope contest is next. The participaqt must complete at least 25
jumps of the rope before he can
proceed on to the paddle ball
contest .
Stroh's Brewery is sponsoring
the event. Tickets are on sale now
at the ticket booth at the
Memorial Student Center.

Contrary to popular belief, the Also, one class with low enrollregistrar's office has nothing to ment may have to be forsaken for
do with limiting the number of one with higher enrollment.
According to the 1976-77 Greenstudents for classes.
According to Robert H. Ed- book, the minimum' number of
dins, registrar, the chairman of undergraduates in aclass is 10.
the department and the dean of The minimum for graduate
the college establish and control classes is 6.
the number o( students in aclass. In the first step of registration,
"Obviously if you have a the department chairman eschemistry lab with 40 stations, timates the number of students
naturally you can't take 41 expected and informs the
students," he said. Aclass like registrar of how many cards he
Speech 103, where students are needs for one class.
expected to give a number of If the registrar has aclassroom
speeches, cannot handle 60 peo- large enough, there is no
ple.
problem, but 1f 75 cards are
Lack of enrollment is the major needed and the only room
reason for cancelling a class. available will hold only 50

students, there is going to be a
problem. Students can register
for such aclass strictly on• 'a first
come, first serve basis," Eddins
said.
Classes can be cancelled
anytime after the beginning of
pre-registration, Eddins said.
"Never is a class cancelled for
unavailability of afacility."
Cancellations this semester are
fewer than in previous years
because of better planning and
data, Eddins said, but he added,
"I don't care how well you plan,
or how carefully you plan, you
cannot get away without cancelling. You just can't do it."

It may not be the Olympics, but
promoters are hoping the
"Superstar" competition planned
on campus Monday will be fun.
It also is the way a beer
distributor promotes his brand of
brew and at the same time raises
money for student loans.
Scheduled for 3:30 p.m. on
Central Field, competition will
consist of Frisbee throwing,
bubble gum blo~ng, hula hoop
twirling, rope jumping and paddle ball, according to Nancy P.
Hindsley, coordinator of the
Office of Student Activities.

Low enrollment kil s classes

go to legislators, others

The book-detect system m- value is avoiding embarrassment.
~talled last January in James E. He said the librarians disliked
Morrow Library is "working asking students .to open their
pretty gc.,,' ., according to Dr. briefcases or purses. The new
Kenl!eth R. Slack, director of system also prevents a pile-up
libraries.
·
during class change, accord mg to
Installed to prevent extensive
book loss, tne "Knogo" system Slack.
Slack said prior to 1972, no
detains people "almost daily," security monitoring existed.
b11t according to Slack, these Operating without monitoring, 10
people are never accused. Slack · two and a half years, the
said the real problem is absent- collegiate library lost about 2,830
mindedness or irresponsibility, volumes valued at about $28,300,
not intent to steal.
accordmg to a1972 report made
The system is triggered by a to North Centr,al Association of
magnetic device placed in book Colleges and Schools, the acbindings and periodicals.When a crediting agency for Marshall
student checks out a book, the University.
librarian passes it over amachine
to Slack, students
at the check-out desk to deac- likeAccording
the system.
tivate the system.
Carol
Eiselstein,
Huntington
When the bell sounds and the
said, "I don't mind.
door locks, usually someone has sophomore,
t upset me. The library
accidently carried alibrary book Ithasdoesn'
the right to protect their
out with his own possessions, property
it's there for the
acccording to Slack. He said the students' because
use."
librarian always assumes she No complaints
have been
forgot to deactivate the book. raised about the system, accorSlack said although the system ding to Dr. William N. Denman,
cost $6,000, it was much cheaper associate professor of speech and
than the alternative. "It would chairman of the Student Conduct
cost $27,000 per year to employ and Welfare Committee.
uniformed exit guards 88 hours Betty Dennison, Onl!
per week, 52 wee~ per year," sophomore, said, "It doesn•:
bother me Ithink honest people
according to Slack.
Slack said the system's chief don't object."

TENEGroceriesMART
Party Snacks
Legal Beverages

Open 7am till Midnight

the immediate members of media
More than 800 tickets are given favors expected in return.
Convenietly located at 525 20th Street
away for each of Marshall's home "It's no brlbery. One thing I'd families. McMullen said,
football games, according to like to see is legislators visiting "Newspaper men in the press box
Joseph H. McMullen, athletic our campus and if basketball or are working and they do have
director.
football will get them here, I some rights for consideration of
Those who receive free tickets think it benefits the whole ·their families."
McMullen said, "Free tickets
include 13 legislators, the press school," McMullen said.
and other media, straight-A "Legislators are going to make also go to our players. We give
Lynn Washington of 321 West Hall... stop at WMt:L
students in this area, and the next laws that affect our campus and four tickets each to the seniors,
and pick up three free albums before4p.m.
of kin of those football players, the more they know the better three to the juniors and two to the
coaches, and staff members who legislators they can be," he said. others. We have a limit of 150
were killed in the Marshall plane "I think tradition does enter in. free tickets we give to the visiting
crash in November, 1970.
Free tickets is a device for team."
Members of the legislature encouraging legislators to visit "Students pay for their tickets
through the student athletic fee
who accepted free tickets are our school," he said.
House members Albert C. Es- Marshall sends free tickets to and they end up paying.little less
posito (R-Cabell), Frank L. the working press and also sets a than half for tickets used,"
Blackwell (D-Wyoming), Burnie special section of stands aside for McMullen said
Roger Crabtree (D-Wayne), ,-------------------------------------------------Charles H. Damron(D-Putnam),
John E. Fitzgerald (D-Jackson),
Fox Fry (D-Wayne), George
Gvoyich (D-Hancock), Patricia
Hartman (D-Cabell), Troy
Wayne Hendricks ((D-Boone),
Hugh A. Kincaid (D-Cabell),
James Laulis (D-Harrison) and
Dan Shumate (D-Jackson).
Senators who accepted are
William Gilliam (D-Logan) (for
Ohio University and Toledo
only) Pat Hamilton (D-Fayette).
He denies that free tickets go to
the lawmakers with any kind of

It's back....

Reguests
6640

MARSHALL
STUDENTS
YMCA MEMBERSHIPS
at5the006th Avenue YMCA

20 per semester

--NOW AVAILABLE

elTexas
ectronic Instruments
sliTl-30
de-rule calculator
an economical math tool with
powerful capabilities most college
students wil not outgrow . .
even in their future career.

Extra functions include percent, parenthesis,
con•stant, roots, powers. reciprocals, common and
natural logarithms, degree/radian, modes, and
trigonometric functions.

Full-court basketball
(9am-4pm)
Half-court
10:00
p.m.till
Two handball courts
New weight room witl' universal
and 2olympic weights
New steam room
and lockers
Complete game room
with pin-ball and
pool tables
New co-ed hydro-spa and
sauna by swimming pool area
Running track and new gym now under construc-
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Offer ends Sept. 26, 1977 •----•
I Marshall
Student Guest Pass ·

II Address
Name
I~--------------------~
Phone
1
Free parking after 2:00 p.m. at The Guaranty Bank

&Huntington Federal parking lots.
For information call 525-2038 or come by for free
workout with coupon and l.D.
AUnited Community Service Agency

Eveningo 5P.M
.-11 P.M
. S..ndey lllru Friday

Nightt 11 P.M
.-8A.M. Evwynlght
WNk.,dl
All Dey Saturdey Until 5P.M
.Sundey
first minute, Interstate calla.
Excludes

Ala■ka

and Hawaii.

@c&P"lelephone~----------
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By JEFF LETTIERI
Reporter

Football
furor
seethes

Vigorous opposition has been voiced about the ·
new intramural football rules, including petitions
opposing them and athreat to boycott the season
if the rules are not changed.
DespiJ.e the furor, however, Intramural Director Tom Lovins said the rules would not be
changed.
"We couldn't believe 1t1" said Bill Minner,
Nitro senior and president of Iau Kappa Epsilon.
"We're passing around ape.it10n against the
new rules," Minner said. "We're not going to
participate if the rules aren't changed."
"Our backs are against the wall," said W.K.
Munsey, St. Albans junior and athletic director
for Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

"We're in the race for the Presidcnt'sCup so we
will have to participate," Munsey said. "He
(Lovins) was nice enough to ask u~ our opinion,
but he's not going to change his mind There's
really nothing we can do."
"It's not football at all." said Dan Sellitti,
Weirton junior and football coach of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
"There weren't that many fights for him
(Lovins) to go and change the rules so that there is
no contact at all- and football is contact,"
Selllitti said.
,
However, Lovins said he's standing firm.
"We've got at least 30 teams that are willing ti.)
play by the rules, so we're not going to change
them," Lovins said.

An American
institution?.
••
The indefatigable

Aband of lackluster spectators
stood sullenly watching an intramural football game Tuesday
afternoon at Gullickson field.
A quarterback faded back,
passed the ball and saw it mtercepted deep in enemy territory.
Comment•al)alysis by Ken Smith
The detens1ve player almost
immediately fired the ball to a his head in disgust. "This isn't football by director Tom Lovins
teammate streaking down the
have raised the biggest public
football," he muttered. "No way outcry
sideline for an easy score.
of the young athletic
An onlooker gazed at the play
Lovins said the new
and then turned away, shaking The rule changes in intramural season.
guidelines were designed to cut
down fighting and injuries, which
Iast season.
·~@l?\'.70Cs@0 ®~~@[i'@@ffif1@ou@Jui][h00 wereAt prevalent
first, the new game seems a
bizarre,
foreign
imitation of
- FREE PARKING
American football. Blocking as
THE DAY YOUR CAR IS BEING WORKED ON
such is not permitted, and the
pass is stressed instead of the run.
Premium Retreads
Engine Tune Up
Shock Absorbers
Brake Service
And pass they do... anytime,
011 &Lubrication
Muffler Service
anyplace. As described earlier,
State Inspection
Front End Alignment
Air Conditioning Service
Straight Axle-Alignment
an aerial can be thrown even after
Under Coating
High Speed WhHI Balancing
the quarterback (or anyone) has
BAC-MC-Budget Plan
Tire Truing
crossed the line of scrimmage or
following an interception.
ALL SERVICES GUARANTEED
The old system ,of "touch"
MJCHELIN TIRES
CREDITTE~S
football has been scrapped in
ASK FOR DICK OR JOE--MARSHALL GRADS
favor of flags, the removal of
which from an offensive player's
~~
·-. .
trousers represents atackle.
Heavy contact under last year's
rules led to injuries and several
fights, including aconfrontation
between Pi Kappa Alpha and
SHANK'S
TIRE SERVICE
Black United Students. And Tom
20th St. at 4th Ave. 529-2479
Lovins wants no more.
0
~@1011 ~@[?VOCs@ ffi@00®JQ@J(b0@ (P[j'Q(s@0
"I'm tired of people recruiting

journalist

I

--

300-pounders for intramural
teams," he explamed. "I want to
eliminate the contact and thus the
confrontation."
But Lovins' plan for peace has
been blasted by several disgruntled Neanderthals. "What's
abroken nose or abusted wrist?"
they growl. "This is football,
man, football!"
Such people make Lovins look
better and better.
Granted, the game is different.
However, it relies much more on
skill and speed rather than brute
power. And aren't intramural
sports designed for those who
can't compete on varsity teams?
The refusal to accept the
concept reflects poorly on the
Marshall community's
willmgness to accept new ideas.
Perhaps it's different. Perhaps
it's unfamiliar. But what's the
threat? Can't the protesters adapt
to the new rules? Or is it beyond
their mental capacities?
So let them take their ball and
go home. Let them go to Ritter
Park, gorge themselves on beer
and pound one another into
blissful pain.
They deserve it.
Innovation seldom is appreciated at first. So I'm saying it
now.
Good idea, Tom Lovms. Keep
it up.

Waterlogged
Reporter not quite Esther Wil iams
.lwlitor's Note-Last week
Parthenon reporter Tony
Fitzgerald spmt an afternoon

band-aid on it. I sat out the
remainder of the quarter, rubbing
my cramped muscle and wondering how Imanaged to cut myself.

playing water polo with the
Marshall swim team. His firstperson account follows.
By TONY FITZGERALD
Reporter

It started out innocently
enough on aWednesday.
Ken Smith, our sports editor,
asked me to take aspecial sports
assignment.
So, Ithought, why not?
The Marshall swimming team
has been staying in shape by
playing water polo. My assignment: play water polo with the
team, and write a first-person
account.
I was told to include
everything: the action, the
competition, the thrills, the
pain ...
Water polo incorporates
elements of hockey, soccer,
basketball, football and
sometimes gang warfare. Water
polo bears little resemblance to
"polo," which is played on
horseback. Horses are impractical in aswimming pool.
In water polo, the object is to
throw aball (almo~t the same size
as asoccer ball) into agoal being
protected by agoalie. Aplayer
swims with the ball between his
outstretched arms. This is called
"dribbling."
The defensive objective is, of
course, to prevent the offense
from scoring. The ball can be
stolen in a number of ways,
including "tackling"' (not as
roughJas football), or reaching
under and popping the ball out of
the opponent's arms.
To shoot or pass the ball, it
must be scooped out of the water
and thrown. The ball cannot be
touched with both hands. Also,
the shooter's feet must not touch
the bottom of the pool while he is
shooting.
There are goalies for both
teams, as well as "hole men,"
located two to four meters from

Business. Science.
. Engineering.

This
semester
is
the
right
time
to
get
a
TI
calculator tailored to the "7"ork you're doing.

Fitzgerald goes for agoal Photo •1 KEN SMITH
the goal. A"hole man's" job is to
shoot or pass to someone who is
open. This is agame of strategy.
Don't let the rules fool you.
Water pofo 1s avery rough sport.
How rough? I told Don
Bounds, a swimmer, what I
intended to do the next day.
"You guys won't be able to
drown me or anything," I said.
"I'm afairly strong swimmer."
"Oh yeah? Well, anything the
r,:feree doesn't see 1s legal," Don
replied.
Igulped. Drowning, after all,
can ruin your fun in the water.
We arrived at the pool on
Thursda)- 30 minutes early. My
own swimming trunks were
encrusted with industrial crud
from the Ohio River, so Don was
kind enough to lend me asuit.
Slipping into my swim gear, I
felt like akamikaze pilot suiting
up for asuicide mission.
The team divided up into two
opposing forces: the white team
and the blue team. Iwas on the
white team. Lucky for the blue
team.
Swim caps were distnbuted so
players could identify their teammates and opposition. My cap
was white with the numeral sever:
on it. The other team got blue
caps. We all looked like Esther
Williams.
Water polo play is divided into
4uarters. Since one t;l)p of the
pool is deeper than the other, the
teams alternate defending the
deep-end goal each quarter. The
white team started out on the

shallow end.
The goal on the deep end was
of the standard hockey/soccer
type. TJ;ie goal on the shallow end
was a metal canoe tipped
sideways.
The two teams faced each
other. We clung to the wall like
barnacles. My stomach had more
knots in it than a Boy Scout
convention. Then the whistle
blew, and all was obscured in
splashing water as both teams
swam madly for the ball, which
had been tossed into the center of
the pool.
Play had started. The action
was on and Istruggled vainly to
keep up with the others.
Someone tossed me a pass.
scooped it out of the water and
threw it to another teammate.
One thing Isoon found out was
that if one stays in the shallow
end, one has to do alot of walking
and running through the water.
This is difficult, as one must not
only propel one's body weight
forward, one must overcome the
considerable resistance offered
by the water itself.
Anyway, running through the
water, listening to the coach's
instructions, I suddenly felt a
painful, burning cramp strike in
the right lower leg. Iclimbed out
of the pool.
Coach Saunders helped me
work the cramp out ofmy leg. At
that point Ken pointed out that
my right wrist had acut and was
bleeding. It was not painful, but
it was messy. The coach put a

Women's track and field gets
under way with ameeting at 3:30
p.m. Monday in Gullickson Hall,
Room 123, according to coach
Arlene Stooke.
"We welcome any new
members, returning members
and women rece1v1ng
scholarships," Stooke said.
"Also, we need people interested
in being managers and student
assistants."

According to Stooke, six
incoming freshmen will receive
partial scholarships from the
Athletic Department and
academic sources: Robin
Sillman, Faber, Va.; Susan
Williams, Glenville; Donna
utter, Nitro; Debbie Hu_tton, "Stiff?" he asked. Son of agun!
Hurricane; Deanne Davis; Oak How
did he figure that out?
Hill, Ohio; and Jean Silbaugh, Maybe it's because Iwas too sore
to lift my fork ...
Hurricane.

Womens track to begin

SR-51-II

Kappa Alpha Psi Presents
Its Homecoming '77 Dance
featuring Philadelphia's

TheMBAM

Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.

Business calculator
Abusiness major's dream machine.

Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
·Statistics plays amajor role in dozens
of career fields. Here's acalculator with
_
the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with
Calculating Better Decisions, a$4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-11. Stepby-step illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.

If you're building acareer in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business problems at the touch of akey.It is
preprogrammed for awide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, tor 12 ~
different cash flows! It also offers programmability- up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.

©1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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For the second quartet, we
white guys (if you will pardon the
expression) were in the deep end,
but Istayed in the shallow end to
help with the qffensive playing.
And believe me, my playing was
plenty offensive!
While going for the ball once, I
received aIcicle in the stomach.
The foul taste of the sausage pizza
I ate for lunch welled up in the
back of my throat. Later, Iwas
attempting to steal the ball along
with other white team members
and...OWW! An arm across the
face. When aball attempted to
remove my nose, Idecided to sit
out the rest of the second quarter.
The third quarter was fairly
uneventful for me. Once Istole
the ball from Don Bounds illegally. He reciprocated on the next
play by showing me the legal way,
deftly scooping the ball from my
possession and tossing it to one of
his teammates. Nuts to you,
·Don!
At the beginning of the fourth
quarter, the score was tied, 4-4. I
told the coach that I wanted to
wait and play the final minutes of
the game.
"You want to be there for the
thrill of victory or the agony of
defeat, huh?" he smiled.
Iswam hard in this quarter. I
got the ball but tripped over Dave
Robshaw. Later, an argument
erupted over the score, and I
rested in the corner.
The game was 1.jUickly drawing
to aclose. The last few minutes
were devoted to showing me how
rough this game is! Ishot at the
goal while surrounded by opponents. I missed my first goal
shot. It would have been illegal
anyway because both of my feet
were on the bottom.
My second shot was legal, but a
hoard of swimmers descended on
me lilce aswarm of locusts. Not
only did Imiss, Iwas left sitting
on the bottom of the pool, coolly
regarding the possibility of not
surfacing again.
On my third shot, not only was
Ilegal, but Ialso scored agoal! I
think Steve did not want to
bother with blocking it, but still I
was amazed Ieven hit the damn
thing!
The final "minute" lasted for
about four. The play was frantic,
desperate. We were behind. Rick
Carlson gave me ashort course in
water polo strategy, but to no
avail.
The whistle blew. The game
was over. The blue team had
trounced the white 'team.
After the game, we put the
canoe away. Then I swam the
length of the pool. My time was
slightly more than 15 seconds.
The others made it in about 10
seconds. Or less.
Iwas stiff when getting out of
bed the next day. Iwould have
felt normal if all of my aching
muscles were removed. Mike
Lynch saw me in the cafeteria.

!J

45530

FORCE oNATURE
Saturday, Sept. 24 at 9:00 p.m.
Multi-purpose Room MSC
Tickets: 3.00 from Kappa Alpha Psi
3.50 advance at Outlets
4.00 at the door
Outlets: Audio Tapes &Records, Opus One, A.O.
Lewis Boys Cl•1b. In Charleston at Budget Tapes
and Records, Pepperland.

ARUSH PRODUC\jlON

•

- .I
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Intramural rules
change football
to passing game

By RANDY WILSON
Reporter
The controversial rule changes in intramural football involve
mostly aswitch from arunning to apassing game.
There will be no kick-offs or punts, according to the 1977
intramural rule sheet. Each team will get the ball on the 20-yard line
at the start of the game and after each score. Apunt will be measurei
as half the distance to opposing team's goal.

Since passing will be akey to the game, several rules have
been modified. Apass can be made by any player from any
point on the field. On an incomplete pass, the ball will be put
in play where that pass was attempted. Apass can be thrown
in any direction, and any player is eligible to receive it.
Another major rule change is the elimination of blocking.
The offensive players can stand shoulder to shoulder and the
defensive players must run around them. An offensive player
cannot serve as amoving pick. The offensive and defensive
lines are not allowed three-or four-point stances. The amount
of contact allowed is similar to that of basketball.
To eliminate much of the fighting, another key rule has been
added. This rule states players are prohibited from striking
with fist, kicking, clipping, tackling, kneeing, striking on the
and roughing aplayer. These violations will result in a
.and
Jhead
5-y,ard penalty and disqualification. In addition, obscene
abusive language will result in a 15-yard penalty. A
second such offense will result in the player's ejection, and if
the violation persists the team must forfeit.
The new game also differs in the use of downs. In flag
football ateam will have six downs to move the ball in for a
score, or the opponents get the ball. The scoring will be the
same with the exception of the extra point. Arun will count
two points and apass one point.
The game will consist of two 15-minute halves with atwominute halftime. Ateam will be allowed two free time outs per
half. In case of atie, ateam willreceive the ball on the 50-yard
line and have four plays to score. The other team will be given
the same chance.
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Ad campaign
'markets' MU
By PIA CUMMINGS
Staff Writer

An advertising campaign to
sell the university to potential
students during the month of
August cost more than $14,000,
according to C.T. Mitchell, director of university relations,
Mitchell said the univeristy
spent $I0,528 in Huntington area
newspapers and $3,477 was spent
on radio and television advertising. Mitchell's total budget for
the year is $17.000.
The intense promotion effort
was an attempt to "market" the
university to the public, Mitchell
said. Marketing is an attempt lo
sell the university to potential
students so enrollment will remain constant. Without acertain
level of enrollment. Mitchell said,
"We would not be able to provide
such awide variety ofeducational
programing."
Mitchell said he is "relatively
sure there won't be an enrollment
decline."He said he thought one
factor could be the strong impact
of the growth of the Community
College.
The theme of the promotions
campaign was "At 18 or 80,
Marshall Has Something for
You." "We tried to appeal to
everyone," Mitchell said. "We

recognize the need for
educational opportunities for the
middle-aged or older person. for
the housewife, or for the midcareer person trying to upgrade
his skills." Mitchell said
Marshall is attracting an increasing number of adult
students.
Of the $10.528 spent on
newspaper advertising, approximately $5.403 was spent at
the Huntington Publishing Co.
This includes $2,583 for a32-page
tabloid about Marshall published
Aug. 19. Mitchell said this cost
includes only the first six pages of
advertising (course listings). He
said the newspapers wrote stories
in the tabloid and sold the
remainder of the advertising.
Other newspaper expenditures
include $275 in Pt. Pleasant
promoting the Community
College: $2,499 in Charleston of
which $555 promoted the Legal
Assistance Program; $1,188 in
Beckley and $1,163 in
Parkersburg.
Of the $3,477 spent on electronic media advetisini, $1,585
was spent on television and
$1,892 was spent on radio. For
television, $720 was spent at
WOWK and $865 al WSAZ. In
radio, atotal of $1,512 was spent
at WGNT and WKEE;$200 was
spent at WNST (Milton) and
$180 at WJEH (Gallipolis, Ohio).

Alleged intruder arrested

Amale former student
has been arrested and
charged ·with trespassing in
a Womens restroom in
Smith Hall.
Greg Honaker,about 20,
of 966 Norway Ave., has
been released on $500 bond

Memorial United Methodist
Church; Robert Brooks, MU
string bass instructor;and Jeffrey
Myers, graduate assistant.
Roquemore, aflute instructor
at Marshall, earned her baccalaureate degree from Ohio
University. She is amember of
the Marshall Faculty Woodwind
Quintet and principal flutist for
the Huntington Chamber
Orchestra.

Almanac
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Meetings
PRO (Professional Recreation

Organization) will have ameeting
to discuss organization and activities today at 5:30 p.m. in
GullicksonHall Room 120. All
recreation majors are invited.
The faculty, staff and student
bowling league will meet today at
7p.m.at the Memorial Student
Center bowling lanes. All
studentsareeligible.
1 ational
Rehabilitatit>n
Associationwill meet today at 9
p.rn mthe Memorial Student
Cl'. r 2W'37.
P1 Sigma Alpha, political
science honorary, will have an
organizational meeting today at
3:30 p.rri. mMemorial Student
Center2W37. All members and
officersrlease attend.
\\ omen', track and field team,
n ali women interested in
rart p .ire to meet 3:30
pm Monday at Gullickson Hall
Room 12\
The staff of Et Cetera,
Marshall'sliterary magazine,will
haveastaff meeting today at 2
p.m. in Old Main Room 351.

Movies
Enter the

Dragon will be
shown Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Memorial Student Center Mu~tipurpose Room.

Coffee House

Jerry Sublette and Jeff Slack
will perform today, Friday and
Saturday. Today the show will
start at 8:30 p.m.and Friday and
Saturday at 9p.m.

Greeks

Tau Kappa Epsilon will hold a
three-keg TG IF at 8p.m.at the
TKE house and the University
Lounge. All rushees invited.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will have a
TGIF Saturday after the
Morehead football game at the
TKE house. All rushees invited.
Kappa Alpha will have an
informal disco dance at the KA
house Friday from 9p.m.-1a.m.
All rushees invited.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will have a
dance at the downtown Holiday
Inn, Sept. 24, at 9p.m.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will work
on itsfloat Wednesday at 8p.m.
at theTKEhouse. All actives
please attend.

MARSHALL
ARTIS~ SERIES
MOUNT SERIES

Live Theatre!
LEI LA BLAKE in
FEMININE PLURAL
The Women of Shakespeare &Wilde
Thurs., Sept. 15, 8p.m.
Old Main Aud. - M.l.J.
Free witb .gudent activity card
$1.50with Student ID card
$1.50M.U.employees
$3.00 genetal public

A1h1c1.nce 1klteu: M.U. muw dt•pt offi«•(SMH 1~)
lu\..rts ~t thedoor .an hrnir h,•forP<urt,Hn

MARSHALL ARTISTS

S■RleS

MiniClassified
Ads

The black pomt of view will
headline University Theatre's
season opener. with the production of "Purlie Victorious."
The cast has been chosen and
rehearsals. are under way for the
play. according to Dr. N.B.East,
associate professor of speech and ANOTHER JOB N,1hrnk1I C.1r Rt•111,1l,w,,<1-.
play director.
,,.., " !>.HI ILnw
Written by black actor-writer- ,,1111,"111111\'lt\rw.1•11·p!,·111 ,1,1,1111T1ri Smd1v1du,,I
t,,h•A1rp11r1
d1rector-producer Onie Davis. IlJLl_-TIME p,1tk1n9 lot,,tknd,lnl d,1yhour~
the play is ahumorous account of ,\pp11.1 111 pn~nn Kt•11h Alllt'l' Bu,ld11'19. Srnh.>
black-white relationships from inti
the black point of view,East said. JOBS AVAILABLE . Atll'llllOI\ ,tuchml:,.w~
Students with diverse tull tmw 1nh-. ,iv,111,,hlv th1:, l,1! If you h.iv,•
backgrounds auditioned for the ,li.1\it'
,, 11, lwt1 ci.iy-. hl'l" hom l l,1:,:,t•:, plt',1':>l' .1pply
play, and many of them were new 1111 p.1n tmw Joh tif)\'lllng:,. M,1111~,w,•r T,•m
to the MU theater, East said. p111.1rl, St·rvK l">, 4216th Stn.•t•I. 529 3031
s/,o
The cast mcludes Joe Johns, JU.LP WANTED :Fullorf)<lrl·l1m1•lnrd.iys,1r
Columbus junior, as Purlie; \·1.·1•11111g,. Apply111 f){!r'><.Hl JAX Ro.1st&,l'f2600
Thomas Tolliver, Logan senior, r,,h Avt.·
as Gitlow; Stewart Ebeling, 11.:li.1hk
,,. •nlull-t11m
\ JOB .·•~,;ira~t'
;11mnal Cir Hcn1;II n1.·cth
men S2.50 rx.·r h11ur
Wheeling junior, as Cap'n
23. Women may register for rush Cothchipee;Mark Leening, Hun- t .ill -.Vi.l-.,~2.i 11,r <lct,111'.
in the lobbies of Memorial tington graduate, as Charlie;
Student Center, Twin Towers Michael Hawk, Charleston
West, South Hall, Buskirk Hall, senior. as sheriff; Charles Samand Laidley Hall from 10 a.m.-4 · mons, Crum Junior, as deputy;
p.m.
Carolyn Shetterly, Charleston
Lutiebelle; Carolyn Insurance
All sororities have scheduled senior, asHuntington
graduate,
open houses for Sept. 25. Thomas,
SENIORS : Confu><•d ahoutL,fe
as
Missy;
and Dot Wright, COLLEGE
.'>ur.uiu. > ? Gtit hones! dn~wer!> froman
Familiarization parties at the
graduate, asIdella; !11'(xrl(:ncn,ed
By appomlment only
sororities will begin, Sept. 26, Beckeley
ll.1ce Ill 522 6151
Directoring assistantsare Ken 0,•org., SW,1agent
according to Ginger J. Farmer, Johnson
,
Huntington
Panhellenic Council president. sophomore, and Victoril! Office Equipment
"I would recommend sororities Wilburn, Huntin gton DRIVE ALITTLEand s.,ve ,,lot Kinstler
because the people you meet sophomore.
Bw,mess Machines (typewnters) 903 15th
'el,K~101.tl. 453-2608 Wesell the be<il and
there will become your lifetime Rehearsalsbegan Monday and Sr~l
. .,.,v,t. e lhf..• res!.
friends,"Farmer said.
the play opensOct. 5.

.•. iiFORGeT
PuT iTWHeRe_
••11 •

Fraternities will announce new
members at 3p.m.Sept. 23 at the
Science Building on the
traditional "bid day."
Fraternities are having informal rush this year so there are no
set schedules for parties or
gatherihgs. Although actual rush
drives will end on bid day,
informal contacts will be made all
year, according to Douglas D.
Kittle. president of the Interfraternity Council.
Howe,ver, sororities, are conducting formal rush. Their first
activity will be awatermelon feast
at Gullickson Field from 7-8:30
p.m. Monday.
Registration for sorority rush
act1v1t1es begins with the
watermelon feast Sept. 19.
Registration will last until Sept.

Comfort
becomes
progress

fort" to "Thundering Progress"
due to aconflict in scheduling a
homecoming parade, according
to Dr. Everett N. Roush, alumni
affairs.
High school bands, which
normally would have marched in
the parade, were already committed to the "Parade of
Progress" which celebrates the
opening of the Huntington Civic
Center.
Even though the Homecoming
Parade is aweek later, these high
schools could not march in two
parades in one week, he said.
WOWK-TV agreed last year to
sponsor the "Parade of
Progress." Roush and WOWKTV agreed to combine the two.
The Homecoming committee
composed of five students and
four administrators, agreed to
change the theme to complement
the city's celebration of the
"Parade of Progress" as requested.

SERVICES

HI, MARCO!
HOW DOES
MARSHALL'S
TEAM LOOK
THIS YEAR?

HOW DOES
THIS NEW
TEAM PLAYER
STACK UP?

oou.r
one

Cycle

C;IRLS NEWT,•n-~1,-,•t.>dh1kt.' .If 1n1ereltl~Cc1
.,!.'}, 2hi4

(~__J_O_B_s_~) RWe~RWe~

Bid day Sept. 23

pending a hearing Tu~sday.
He was -arrested after
several students noticed a
man's feet in one of the
stalls of the third floor
restroom. Two similar
incidents were reported last
Homecoming theme was
fall.
changed from "Southern Com-

Flute recital Sunday
Tana B.Roquemore, graduate
student, will give th, first music
recital of the semester at 8p.m.
Sunday in Smith llecital Hall.
Roquemore will perform selections by William Presser, Verne
Reynolds, Luciano Berio and
Claude Bolling.
Assisting her will be Dr. Paul
Balshaw, professor of music;
Larry B.McCain,music director
at Huntington's Johnson

MU
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Instruction
RIDING LESSONS 91w11 .,1 R,wr S.•tld
I.11111 Blt.w Sulphur Ro.Kl. On.,.W.V., HorM.•s
!,u ho,Hdl•<l. c.,1 736 7159 .thl'r 51>.nl. for
11111r111.11111n

Miscellaneous
ABORTION : hnt•st m(>d1e.·.,I c,ne,w.·uklhle

(i1·1wr,1l ,m.11h,·si..1 lmmedi..lh.' ~,ppts. 9,,.m.-9
I' 11 Toll Ir<••• l-8004388113.
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ACADEMICf:
RESEARCH~
ALL SUBJECTS

IOOK AT tod,,y·s WMUL FM 88 ,,d. You
,uld lw,, wmner

Fast, professional. end proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7.000 topics. Send S1.CIO for tile
current edition of our 220 page
mall order catalog. •

(FOR SALE)

RESEARCH A8818TANCI

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-847-4
Our research papers are 10ld for
research purposes only.
cI
CAMARO '77•7.600m,les,AT.a,r.extras.call I Please rush my catalog.
ht tw,•t.•n 1-4:30p.m.al696·3182.
IEnclosed
Is SI.
Name _________ ,
FOR SALE : 1969 Volvo 1425.$750 Call 696- IAddress ________
4702
I City______________
________ I
CUDA· '72 AC. PB,PS, Micrn!lon!Ires. Sharp, 1
1L.;State
___ Zip ____ ..,I
r "" 9rea1. Call 525-7135.
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WE MAY HAVE BEEN
ALITTLE SKEPTICAL AT
FIRST, BUT THAT WAS
BEFORE WE FOUND THIS
TEAM PLAYER TO GIVE
US AWINNING SEASON.
NO RAZZLE-DAZZLE;
JUST GOOD OW
KNOW-HOW.

FANTASTIC .. .LEADS
INTERFERENCE THRU
THE FRONT[INE OF
TUITION FEES, BLOCKS
OUT ON RUSHING TEXTBOOK COSTS, INTERCEPTS THE SPIRALING
PRICE OF CLOTHING, AND
TACKLES ROOM &BOARD
EXPENSES.

Presents our
first ever...

TWOFERTAPE
SALE
on all 798 list
price 8-Tracks
and cassettes...

Two for $10°
Three for $15oc0
Four
for $20°
All double tapes also
0

specially priced. All
labels. All tapes.
Takeadvantageof these
low prices through Sat.,
Sept. 17.
Mun.·•ri. lt:00 ■.•. -1:11 p.m.

~.,.,day 11:.lt o.a.-5:.Jt p.a.

ti

WHERE
DO YOU
FIND THIS
SUPERSTAR?

ON THE CORNER OF
5TH AVENUE AND
18TH STREET. THAT'S
THE5THAVENUEOFRCE
OF THE TWENTIETH
STREET BANK/

The team player to do it all!
HOURS:
Monday thru Friday

7:00 A.M.- 6:00 P.M.

Saturday

7:00A.M.- 1:00 P.M.

fr~~ IO

TWENTIETH
STREET
BANK
1751Fifth Avenue
Member·FDIC

